
Option IB - Selective Signalling Modifications 

 
Option IB consists of signalling modifications at selected locations (the "bottlenecks") in 
order to provide a further incremental increase in subway capacity over that proposed 
under Option 1A. Developed from the findings of Transmode Consultants Inc., this 
option, if implemented, would provide additional relief for the overcrowding conditions 
on the Y/U/S subway. 
 
Utilizing the results of their analysis of the test section of the Yonge Line, Transmode 
explored the feasibility of achieving headway reduction through revision of the signal 
block layout for the southbound track in the vicinity of Bloor Station. Transmode 
concluded that a revised signal layout could be developed which would support 112 
second headway operation assuming a 45 second dwell at Bloor Station. 
 
In addition, Transmode analyzed Finch Terminal operations and determined that 112 
second headway operation could be achieved with the present signal and track 
configuration. Based on their analysis, Transmode recommended adjustment of certain 
signal system components, with the result that approach speeds to Finch Station would be 
reduced (all trains would normally approach Finch under "station timing" operation). 
Transmode also suggested that the Route Selection Point3 at Finch be relocated, to reflect 
the operating changes which have resulted from the construction of North York Centre 
Station. As in Option 1A, a relief crew would be required at Finch during peak periods. 
Transmode's analysis concluded that 112 second headway operation is feasible on the 
Y/U/S subway utilizing the existing crossovers adjacent to the Finch Terminal Station. 
 
However, in order to provide the capability to operate a 112 second headway, substantial 
modifications to the existing signalling system are required in certain areas (the 
"bottlenecks"). In order to establish the scope of work required to achieve 112 second 
headway operation, Commission staff within the Engineering Department determined 
signal clearing times for all signals on the Y/U/S subway, using manual graphical 
techniques and computerized data processing methods. The results of this analysis, 
presented in Appendix I, indicate that modification of the signalling system would be 
required in about 10 locations, in 5 geographical areas, all of which are in the downtown 
section of the line, where stations are closely spaced and steep grades are present. 

                                                 
3 The Route Selection Point is a point on the approach to a terminal station at which the 
signalling system initiates a route for an approaching train. When a train passes the Route 
Selection Point, the signalling system determines the terminal platform to which the train 
should be routed. If the crossover switches are available, a route is established for the 
train and the train proceeds directly into the station. If the switches are not available, the 
train is permitted to approach the crossover at reduced speed (station timing) until the 
crossover is available. 
 



In each of the 10 locations, the modifications would consist of introduction of timed 
signals4  and/or additional signals as required to achieve the desired operating headway 
without sacrificing safety criteria. A limited number of "dwarf" signals may also be 
required in station platform areas. 
 
Staff have also confirmed that Finch terminal operations would be enhanced by 
relocating the Route Selection Point as suggested by Transmode. It is proposed that the 
existing Route Selection Point be relocated northward approximately 315 feet, and that 
the controlling circuitry be modified accordingly, to reflect operating changes which have 
resulted from construction of North York Centre Station, and to optimize terminal 
operations at reduced headways. In addition, it is proposed that IPHC facilities be 
provided northbound at both North York Centre and Yorkdale Stations, in order to 
regulate headways on the approach to both terminal stations. 
 
In addition to suggesting signalling changes, Transmode recommended that all trains on 
the Y/U/S subway be operated at the high rate of acceleration (after retirement of the G-
cars). High rate operation would provide benefits, in terms of reduced headway, at line 
stations and at terminals. In addition, high rate operation would reduce the size of the 
required fleet for 112 second headway by 12 cars (2 trains in service plus 2 spare cars), 
resulting in a capital cost savings of approximately $21,600,000. A smaller service fleet 
would result in substantial annual savings in operating labour costs. However, vehicle 
reliability would be reduced due to increased occurrences of train motor failures during 
high rate operation, and increased vehicle maintenance costs would be incurred. A 
detailed Cost-Benefit Analysis would be required in order to quantify the foregoing 
factors and hence determine if introduction of high rate operation would be cost-
effective. 
 
As previously noted, Transmode proposed that, to achieve 112 seconds headway, 
approach speeds to the terminal station would be reduced due to "station timing" 
operation. This would be a noticeable operating degradation compared to present 
operations in which station timing is not normally required. In addition, the present 
ability to maintain service headways utilizing only one terminal platform would be lost, 
since 112 second headway operation would only be achievable if both terminal platforms 
were available for train turnaround. 
 
It has been concluded that, despite the foregoing modifications to the signalling system 
and to operating practice suggested by Transmode, terminal operations at a 112 second 
headway would be very tightly scheduled. It is considered that, even with stringent 
operating procedures and close supervision, 112 second headway could only be sustained 
at Finch by providing an additional pocket track north of Finch Station similar to the 

                                                 
4 Timed signals provide a means of controlling train speeds over a signal block. A timed 
signal will clear to a proceed indication if a train traverses the block prior to the timed 
signal at the correct speed (assuming preceding blocks are unoccupied). A timed signal 
will not clear, and the train's brakes will be automatically applied, if the train exceeds the 
speed limit. 
 



existing Finch pocket track, and utilizing both pocket tracks for train turnaround instead 
of the existing crossover located south of the station as shown in Exhibit 3.3.3. This 
terminal arrangement would eliminate the need for "station timing" operation 
approaching Finch, and the need for trains to crossover from one track to the other south 
of Finch Station. This terminal arrangement would facilitate further headway reduction, 
as discussed in detail under Option 1C. 
 
As previously noted, Transmode's feasibility analysis for 112 second headway operation 
assumed a 45 second dwell at Bloor Station. The modifications described under Option 
1A are also required for this option, in order to control dwell times at Bloor. However, 
these measures may only be effective in the short term and therefore, it is necessary to 
reconstruct Bloor Station in order to reduce station dwells to a more acceptable level 
(about 30 seconds), and ensure that 112 second headway can be sustained. 
 
The foregoing modifications, in conjunction with the modifications proposed under 
Option 1A, would permit 112 second headway operation (32 trains/hour) on the Y/U/S 
subway.  This represents an increase in capacity of about 4800 pphpd, or 14%, over 
present operation. 
 
It must be understood that the proposed operation of 112 seconds headway is in fact 
below the design value of 120 seconds. Operation at a headway below the design 
headway is possible in many areas of the subway, due to the fact that actual station 
dwells at most line stations rarely approach the worst-case value of 30 seconds utilized in 
the signal system design. Signal system modifications for 112 second headway operation 
are therefore only required in those areas where relatively large station dwells occur, or 
where the subway alignment imposes special restrictions. 
 
The foregoing approach provides an opportunity to achieve reduced headway operation 
(below the original design value) utilizing the existing signalling technology. However, 
increased sensitivity to delays and dwell time fluctuations will result, and signal sighting 
time will be reduced in some areas. Also, round trip time will be increased due to 
additional timed signals, and train turnaround behind the Finch Station. These negative 
factors are not, however, expected to significantly reduce the quality of service. However, 
it is anticipated that reduced headway operation would aggravate the operational 
problems already occurring during service build-up and reduction between Wilson 
Station and Wilson Yard. Methods of alleviating these difficulties would have to be 
explored. 
 
In order to operate at 112 second headways, 54 trains in service would be required, based 
on standard rate operation and assuming continuation of the St. Glair West short turn 
operation. This represents an increase of 9 trains or 54 cars over present service levels. 
Allowing for 12% additional spare cars, a fleet increase of 60 cars would be required (i.e. 
40 more cars than provided under Option 1A). As discussed in Appendix III, a fleet 
increase of this magnitude would probably necessitate expansion of Wilson Yard in order 
to provide yard operating flexibility. 



Implementation of the signalling modifications described above could be completed 
approximately 4 years from approval, at an estimated cost of $8,000,000. Signalling and 
trackwork at Finch is estimated to cost $10,800,000. The modifications would be made 
primarily during non-revenue hours, hence, only minor disruption to operations would 
occur. Procurement of 40 additional cars would take 4 years, at an estimated cost of 
$72,000,000. Expansion of Wilson Yard is estimated to cost $5,000,000. A relief crew (in 
addition to the crew provided under Option 1A) at Finch would cost $200,000 annually, 
over and above the cost of operating and maintaining the additional service. 
 
Elimination of the St. Clair West short turn operation, if required, would necessitate 
reconstruction of the Wilson terminal and yard connection, at an estimated cost of 
$32,600,000 (for signalling and trackwork only). It would also require procurement of a 
further 48 cars at an estimated cost of $86,400,000 and would necessitate a further 
expansion of Wilson Yard. Two relief crews would be required at Wilson, at an annual 
cost of $400,000. However, in May, 1988, the Provincial Government announced a 
Transit Plan for Metropolitan Toronto and surrounding regions which indicated support 
for an extension of the Spadina line to York University. It would therefore appear 
appropriate to continue the St. Clair West short turn operation until the Spadina line 
extension is built. This approach would save the expenditures required to reconstruct the 
Wilson Station terminal and yard connection, and would postpone the procurement of 
additional cars and the construction of additional yard storage space. A service 
improvement would still be provided between St. Clair West and Wilson Stations, with 
headways being reduced from 260 seconds at present to 224 seconds under this option. 
Therefore, the costs associated with elimination of the St. Clair West short turn operation 
have not been included in the cost of Option IB. 
 
The primary features of Option IB are summarized in Exhibit 3.3.2. 



EXHIBIT 3.3.2 

OPTION IB SUMMARY SELECTIVE SIGNALLING MODIFICATIONS 

(IN ADDITION TO OPTION 1A) 

 

PROPOSED OPERATION 

 

• 112 seconds scheduled headway (32 trains/hour), Finch to St. Clair West 

• capacity increased by about 4800 pphpd, Finch to St. Clair West 

• maintain St. Clair West short turn operation, resulting in 224 seconds scheduled 
headway (16 trains/hour) St. Clair West to Wilson 

• provide one additional relief crew at Finch 
 

MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED 

 

• re-space signals in selected areas (10 "bottlenecks") 

• relocate route selection point at Finch to reflect operating changes resulting from 
construction of North York Centre Station 

• provide IPHC facilities N/B at Yorkdale and North York Centre Stations to regulate 
headways approaching the terminal stations 

• modify Finch terminal tail track (or extend subway to new terminal beyond Finch) 

• expand Wilson Yard to accomodate fleet increase 

• reconstruct Bloor-Yonge Station to reduce dwell time to approximately 30 seconds 

• modifications described for Option 1A are required.  
 

FLEET REQUIREMENTS 

 

• service  trains  required  to  provide  112  second headway, Finch to St. Clair West 
utilizing standard rate operation and modified Finch terminal 

• fleet  increase of 40  cars  (over Option  1A fleet) required 
 

IMPLICATIONS 

 

• increased number of timed signals 

• limited number of "dwarf" signals in platform areas 

• increased round trip time due to train turnaround behind Finch terminal 

• reduced green aspect sighting time in some areas 

• increased sensitivity  to delays  or fluctuations  in station dwell times 
 



IMPLEMENTATION 

 

• 4 years for signalling changes, based on field work occurring during nightly 
shutdown periods only 

• 4 years for additional cars 

• minor disruption to operations during implementation of signalling portion of this 
option 

• potential for substantial disruption to service during reconstruction at Bloor  
 

ESTIMATED COST ($1988) 

 

• $8,000,000 for signalling changes 

• $10,800,000 for signalling and trackwork at Finch 

• $72,000,000  for 40 cars 

• $5,000,000 for Wilson Yard expansion 

• $37,000,000 for Option 1A modifications (incl. 20 cars) 
 
TOTAL COST TO IMPLEMENT OPTION IB - $132,800,000  
 
INCREMENTAL COST OF OPTION IB (OVER 1A) - $95,800,000 
 
(Structural modifications at Finch and Bloor Stations not included.) 
 


